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in zhe definition of saturation, some authors require tbz saturation orders to be 
monotonically decreasing. while others do not. In this paper, we do not require 
monotonicity. and give an example of a saturated method having no monotonic 
saturation order. Further, we present a class of methods having monotonic 
saturation orders provided they are saturated. We begin by quo&g some related 
results partially known. c 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the space C of real, continuous, and 2x-periodic functioes 
on the line equipped with the norm lifll := SLLP,,,~ iS(s Let the Fourier 
series of f~ C be given by 
f(x)-?+ f (akcoskx+b,sinks)=: f A&X). 
k=l k-0 
For an infinite matrix R = (hnk) = (bnk)n,kE N in series-to-sequence form, 
satisfying 
we define 
o,(f, x) := f. b,,&(x) 
k=O 
Condition (1.1) guarantees that the series in (1.2) converge absolutely and 
uniformly [2, p. 451. Hence O, : C + C. 
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We notice that the following continues to hold when L$‘= (1 <p < ‘x) is 
substituted for C. Let T,, (nz E N) denote the set of real trigonometric 
polynomials of degree dm, c0 the set of real-valued nullsequences, and 
define co’ := {(.s,,)~c,)V’n~lV: s,>O). 
If p = (cp,) E cof, we denote 
and consider the statements 
Ilf - oi, il 
(PN 
(ii) Vf EC: liminf Ilf - on II =O+fET,,, , 
It + 30 (PN > 
(iii) F/T,, # aa. 
DEFINITION. Let B = (bnk) be a matrix satisfying (1.1). 
(a) B is called saturated relative to T,, if there is a cp E cc satisfying 
(i) and (iii). 
(b) B is called u-saturated relative to T,,,, if there is a cp E c; 
satisfying (ii) and (iii). 
In both (a) and (b), cp is called a saturation order and F the saturation 
class of B relative to T,,,. 
Obviously, every u-saturated matrix is saturated. We use the term 
“u-saturated,” because the saturation order of a u-saturated matrix B is 
unique in the sense that any two saturation orders cp = (cp,), II/ = ($,) of B 
satisfy the conditions (P,,= O(e,) and *,, = O(cp,,) as n + cc (see [4, 
pp. 50 ff.]) while these conditions are not satisfied in general, if B is merely 
saturated (see [4, p. 82 and pp. 100-1021 and [6]). We notice that (b) is 
essentially the definition used by Tureckii [S] and, in case m = 0, by 
Devore [4]. 
In the second section of this paper, we give characterizations of saturated 
matrix methods and u-saturated matrix methods, respectively, with which 
we show in the third section that certain saturated matrix methods B (in 
particular those with monotonically decreasing rows (b,lk)kE N and b,, = 1) 
always have monotonically decreasing saturation orders. Further, we show 
that this is not true in general (see Example 4) and that there are 
u-saturated matrices with monotonically decreasing rows having no mono- 
tonically decreasing saturation order (see Example 3). 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF SATURATED 
AND U-SATURATED MATRIX METHODS 
Our first result can be found in similar versions by several authors (see 
for example [7, 6, 8, 4, 21; in [2] see especially Problem 12.1.4, p, 439 1. 
The proof follows the same line used by these authors, so we omit it. 
In the sequel, we employ the definition n,lQ := #x8 for in > 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let B = (b,,k) sat$t. (1.1). 
(a) Let cp = (cp,)~co+ be given. 
(a) cp sarisfies (i), if and orziJ* if” 
Vfk>m+l:liminf~<K~. 
n-cc /l-b,,) 
(a) p satisfies (ii), if and only If 
V’k>m+l:liminf----- /I-b,,,l >o. 
n - % 47,z 
(2.1) 
(2.2 t 
(7) q satisfies (iii), if and only f 
(b) B is saturated (respectively% u-saturated) r,elalive to T,,?, if and oni]. 
l:f there exists a cp E cc satisfjjing (2.1) (respectively (2.2)) alzd (2.3 )~ 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem I, we obtain the following 
corollary (see [6] too). 
COROLLARY 1. Ler B = (bnk) satisx$l (1.11, beet ail the entries b,, be rea!. 
and suppose that there is an integer N such that FI> N implies 
Vk~nz+l:b,,6b,,,,+,d4 
Further, lel 43 = (cp,,) E cc be given. Then (2.1) is equivalent to 
lim inf (Pa 
n - cc 1 - b,,,,, + I < ‘=’ 
coizdition (2.2) is equivalent to 
lim inf 
l-b 
n.m+l>@ II - x CP n 
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and (2.3) is equivalent o 
lim inf “I > 0. 
n+= l-bn,m+, 
(2.4) 
Our next result is a characterization of saturated and u-saturated 
methods using only properties of the matrix B (compare [3, Theorem 3.1; 
4, Theorem 3.11). To state the result, we denote 
c& := {(s,,) E c0 ( s, # 0 for infinitely many n E N }, 
c; := {(s,) E c0 1 s, # 0 for all but finitely many n E N ). 
THEOREM 2. Let B = (bnk) satisfy ( 1.1). 
(a) B is saturated relative to T,,,, tf and only tf there exists an integer 
k0 3 m + 1 such that 
(1-h&EN=6> (2.5) 
Vk>m+l:liminf I1 - LO I 
n-.m (l-b,,] <Go’ (2.6) 
In the case when (2.5) and (2.6) hold, a saturation order CJI = (cp,) is given by 
qH’= i 
I1 - bn,q I (Lo + 1) 
min(()l-b,( )m+ldj<nandb,j#l)u{a,)) (otherwise) 
in which (a,,) is any sequence of c$. 
(b) B is u-saturated relative to T,,,, tf and only if there exists an integer 
k, 2 m + 1 such that 
(1 -bndns~Ec& (2.7) 
11 -b,,I Vk~m+l:l~~~f,I_bnko,>O. (2.8) 
In the case that (2.7) and (2.8) hold, a saturation order q = (cp,) is 
given by 
~ .= ll-L,,l (bn,co Z 1) II . 1 (otherwise). 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. 
We note that, because of our definition a/O := cc (aa 0), (2.6) implies 
1 - b,,#O for infinitely many n so that (2.5) could be weakened to 
(1 - bnko) Ec,, (but compare Corollary 2(a) in this connection). 
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Further, we point out that the condition (1 - b,,,) E c0 cannot be omitted 
in Theorem 2 as can be shown by the example B = (bllkjq b,, := 1, b,, := 4 
(n E N, k> 1). B satisfies (2.6) and (2.8) with k, := pn + 1, but, by 
Corollary 1, B is neither saturated nor u-saturated relative to T,,, since 
(2.4) is not satisfied for any cp E c 0’. Therefore, [3, Theorem 3.13 and [“it 
Theorem 3.1 and some other results of Chap. 3] have to be modified in a 
corresponding manner. Moreover, the matrix B = (brik) of Example 1 below 
shows that the condition “1 -b,, # 0 for all but Finitely many y1 E N” in 
Theorem 2(b) cannot be omitted either, since B given by (2.11) satisfies 
(2.8) with k, := 1 (we consider the case m = 0) and (1 -b;,,) E cJc;, but is 
not u-saturated relative to i”, (we remark that the kernel of the matrix 
given by (2.11) is not positive). 
Finally, we call attention to the fact that, by Theorem Z(a) and [IO, 
Theorem 21, for every matrix B saturated relative to r,, such that 
(I- brrk),zcN E c0 for every k E N, there exists a matrix having the same 
summability domain, but not saturated relative to T,,. (The sumrnab~~~ty 
domain of a matrix B = ( b,lk) is the set 
1 bnkuk exists for every II E N 
\ 
nl, L .“) 
II E N 
The next result can easily be obtained as a consequence of Corollary I. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B = (bnk) sati&p the assumptions of Coroiiary I. 
(a ) B is saturated relative to T,,, , if and on!,, if 
(1 -bn.,+l)~c& 42.93 
Zrz the case that (2.9) holds, a saturation order q = (q,*) is given by 
! l-b n.m+l (b cp,, := n,nn+;+~) a n (otherwise), 
inhere (a,) is any sequence of cz. 
(b) B is u-saturated relative to T,,,, if and only if 
(l-b,,m+,)EG. 
In the case that (2.10) holds, a saturation order cp = (cJJ,,) is given by 
l-b n,mil (b “I) 
(Pn := 
n.m+l~ 
1 (otherwise). 
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Now it is easy to construct examples of matrices which are (u-)saturated 
or not. 
EXAMPLE 1. By Corollary 2 we obtain that the matrix B = (bnk) given 
k 
l-- 
n+l 
(nevenandkdn) 
l-maX~O+l~ (noddandk<n) (2.11) 
n 
0 (otherwise) 
is saturated relative to T, for every m E N and u-saturated relative to T, 
for every nz > 1 (in both cases ((n + 1) -‘) is a saturation order), but not 
u-saturated relative to To (see [9] too). This example shows that 
Problem 12.1.1 in [2] is false (see [l, p. 87 ff.] too). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let g: [0, 1) + [0, a) be a function. We consider order 
summability [g] introduced by Jurkat-Peyerimhoff [S]. Define for i, j, 
keN, i<j, 
b;“‘(k) 
(k < i) 
k-i 1 -~ 
1+ g(i/(j+ 1)) j+ 1 -i 1+ g(i/(j+ 1)) 
(idkd jj 
(otherwise), 
and arrange the pairs (j, i) in lexicographic order so that (j, i) is the nth 
pair where n = j( j + 1)/2 + i. If we denote b ,!$I := b;..“](k), then B, := (bp j 
is the series-to-sequence form of the matrix A* given in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 in [S] and equivalent to [g]. 
By Corollary 2, it follows that B, is saturated relative to T,,,, since 
l-b~Ogl(m+l)=(m+l)/(j+l)#O for all j>m+l. Moreover, B, is 
u-saturated relative to T,,,, if and only if there exists an integer j, > m + 1 
such that g(i/(j+l))#Ofor all j>jOand all iwith m+l<i<j. 
3. MONOTONICITY OF SATURATION ORDERS 
If B is a matrix u-saturated relative to To, then Vertesi [9, proof of 
Theorem1.31 has shown that there exists a monotonically decreasing 
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$ E c; such that B is saturated relative to TO with saturation order $. ff 
is only saturated, this does not remain valid in general (see Example 4 
below). But we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let B= (bnk) sati& the assuniiprions of Corollaqq 1. 
Further, beet B be saturated relative to T,,,, and define $ = ($),) by 
Then B is saturated relatitre to T,,,, and $ is a monotonically decreasing 
saturation: order. 
Since i 1 - b,,,, + 1 ) E cb by Corollary 2(a), we can argue as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.3 in [9]: There exists a strictiy increasing sequence cl 
positive integers (ni) such that $,,,= 1 -b,,,,- I for all in N. Because 
tin3 1-b,.,,,+1 for all n E N, the conclusion follows by Corollary 1 and 
Theorem 1 (b ). 
The next example shows that an analogous result to Theorem 3 is not 
true for u-saturated matrices in general. 
EXAMPLE 3. We consider the matrix B= (bnkj defined by 
(nevenandk<M) 
(noddandk6rr) 
(otherwise). 
In virtue of Corollary 2(b), the matrix B is u-saturated relative to T,,?. 
and i 1 - b,,.,, + 1 ) is a saturation order. Suppose that there exists a 
monotonically decreasing I+& = ($,) E c; such that B is u-saturated relative 
EO T,, with saturation order II/. By Theorem l(b) and Corollary 1, we have 
liminf l-bzj-i.nz+, 
( 
$2, 
j- cc *2j- I l-b 
>. 
21. ,n f I > 
which contradicts 
1-b 2]-I,nr+I *y 
1 -bzj,m+,’ 
1 -bzj-,.m+, 2jj-t 1 
= !m + 1) (2j)z 40 
$2,-l 1 -bzj,m+ 1 
as j-,x (2j-13mfl). 
Finally, we show that there exists a matrix saturated relative to T,,, but 
having no monotonically decreasing saturation order. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider any sequence (d,,) E cof, and put 
b,, := 0 
1 
l-9, (HE (j(j+ 1)/2+kIjEN,j>k)) 
(n<k) 
1 (otherwise). 
By Theorem 2, the matrix B= (bnk) is saturated relative to T,,,, and (4,) is 
a saturation order (consider any k, > m + 1, and choose a, := d,), but B is 
not u-saturated relative to any T,. 
Now we consider a special sequence (d,,). Since, for every n E N, there 
exists a uniquely determined j= j(~r) E N and a uniquely determined 
k = k(n) such that k < j and n = j(j + 1)/2 + k, we define 
f&:= -& k+l. 
( > 
Suppose that there exists a monotonically decreasing $ = ($,,) E c; such 
that B is saturated relative to T, with saturation order tj. By Theorem 1, 
the sequence $ satisfies (2.1) and (2.3). Choose k,> m + 1 according to 
(2.3). Then it follows from (2.1) that 
*,, 
l?.!f,I-b,,,,,+,,<~. 
Hence we can choose a strictly increasing sequence (n,) of positive integers 
satisfying n, 3 k, + 1, bni,ko+ r # 1 for all in N and 
liminf’l-b”,.~O+l’>O. 
*n, 
(3.1) i-m 
Because of our definition of B, every ni can be written as 
ni=+ji(ji+ l)+k,+ 1 (ji>k,+ 1). 
Since $ is monotonically decreasing and since 
ni+ji=i(ji+ l)(ji+2)+k,, 
we get 
11-b n,,ko+ 1 I hq+j, 
*ni I1 - bn;+j,.ko I 
<Il-bni,ko+l 1 =(ni+ji+ l)ko+l 
I 1 - hi +j,,ko I (ni + l)k0+2 
< 
2n,+ 1 
( > 
kJfl 
ni+l 
(ni+ 1)-l +o as i-+co, 
which contradicts (3.1) and (2.3). Hence there exists no monotonically 
decreasing saturation order of B. 
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